C3 corvette headlight vacuum diagram

C3 Corvettes are no exception. Like most concealed headlights of the era, C3 Corvette
headlights are vacuum operated and a challenge to maintain. In , there were two versions of this
vacuum system: early and late. There are also color-keyed vacuum hoses that enable you to
install each hose where it belongs in the system. All you have to do is follow the Chevrolet
vacuum schematic in order to get everything connected and working properly. The first order of
business is vacuum lines, relays, switch and actuators. The actuators must be free of leaks or
they will not function properly. Before you get into the mechanicals of concealed headlights,
you must have a properly functioning vacuum system. If you have one headlight door open and
one closed when the headlights are switched on, you most likely have a leaking actuator for the
headlight that is closed. Concealed headlights also malfunction due to mechanical issues. If the
vacuum actuators are working fine, headlight door mechanisms can bind and hang up
rendering them ineffective. This is when you need to rebuild the headlight door and mechanism
to get them working properly again. You can order a new reproduction assembly or all of the
parts necessary for you to rebuild your existing headlight door assemblies. This is a nice
reproduction piece that enables you to get back on the road quickly. The reproduction actuators
from Corvette Central bolt right in place of the originals and offer crisp function. Behind the
headlight door is this mechanism, which rolls the headlight door open and closed. The only
thing missing here is the headlight door. To get smooth headlight function, begin the rebuild by
cleaning up the actuator roll pins on the doors like we are doing here with steel wool or a
scouring pad. If the surface is badly pitted you can fill the pits with a good epoxy resin and work
it smooth. You want buttery smooth pin surfaces for flawless function. All pitting and corrosion
must be removed from the pin for smooth operation. During assembly, dress these pivot pins
with white lithium grease. Each headlight door assembly gets two of these pivot bushings.
Again, lubricate these nylon bushings with white grease for smooth function and longevity.
Damaged threads can cause binding and, potentially, fastener damage. Chasing them with a
thread chaser improves fastener installation. The headlight dishes are next using the Corvette
Central-provided hardware. This is one of two adjustment screws for each headlight. This
headlight dish tension spring from Corvette Central applies tension to each of the headlight
dishes, which keeps the headlight properly aimed once adjusted. These nylon inserts and
bushing and pin go together to tie the headlight door actuator rod to the headlight door. Apply
white lithium grease to the pin and insert for smooth operation. This nylon bushing and pin
provide the pivot point for the link that transmits linear motion from the actuator to the
headlight door. This is the adjuster that limits travel of the link that ties the actuator to the
headlight door. This nylon bushing and pin are what the link pivots on as the headlight door is
moved by the actuator. Apply white lithium grease to the bushing and pin, and assemble as
shown. The link pivot pin and bushing are installed as shown using a liberal amount of grease
between the pin and the bushing. The pin is secured with a cotter pin as shown. Expect to have
to replace these bushings roughly every 10 years, especially in dry climates. Yours should look
like this. Dru Beeler of Hot Rods by Dean installs the headlight door assembly as shown. You
have to get underneath to attach the pivots to the body. With the headlights switched on, the
headlight door should look something like this. The headlight door stop, not shown here,
adjusts how far the headlight door opens. Its purpose is to protect the headlights. Make sure to
use new attachment clips, as these hold the mounting screws firmly in place. Here, the rubber
headlight protector shield is in place and ready to go before the front grille work is positioned.
Corvette America shows us how they reproduce factory a C3 door panel for your Corvette.
Corvette America brings new life to your tired C3 Corvette seats with fresh leather upholstery.
Installing a solid state voltage regulator and new exterior lighting and wiring in a C3 Corvette.
Refurbishing the latching system and weather seals on a C3 T-top Corvette. We show you how
to rebuild GM's Turbo transmission specific to the Corvette application. Corvette America
shows us how they restore your C3 Corvette seat frames and tracks. How To. View Full Gallery.
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project in record time. Order your corvette parts and we'll bring them to the show for free. Stop
by our booth and tell us about your restoration project! Get out of the junkyard! Check out our
large selection of new Corvette reproduction parts. Many of these parts were previously
unavailable but are now in stock at Keen Parts. New Parts, specials, all the Keen Parts news.
Sign up for Keenparts Blog and join the conversation today! For your Corvette exterior, we've
got you covered bumper-to-bumper. We have emblems, moldings, grilles, bumpers and
brackets, fiberglass, exterior trim and weather stripping. For the interior, we have steering

wheels, seats, dash pads, consoles, carpeting, door panels, seat belts, interior trim and
fasteners. Under the hood, we've got it all from air cleaners to exhaust systems, air
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New Parts. Click here. Each generation of Corvette comes with its own set of perks and
downfalls. In the case of the C3, one of the most commonly experienced problems is the
dreaded "lazy eye" headlight syndrome. Are you accustomed to waiting an extra few minutes
for your C3 to warm up before pulling the headlight switch, or simply driving the first several
miles of each trip with one light up and the other closed? If so, don't dismay. Many C3 headlight
woes can be remedied with a simple vacuum-hose replacement. And even in a worst-case
scenario-that of a failed actuator-it should only take around two hours to rectify the problem.
Over the next few paragraphs, we'll walk you through the process of diagnosing and repairing
this problem on a third-generation Corvette. Although our subject car is a '79 edition, the
information contained herein applies equally to all ''82 models. Diagnosis Begin by tracing all
the related vacuum hoses from the actuators to the engine, and inspecting them for cracks,
pinches, or holes. If you find any, repairing or replacing the suspect hose could cure your
problem. Continue by inspecting the seals on the actuators themselves, repairing or replacing
as necessary. If all of your lines and seals look good, turn on the engine and listen for any
hissing sounds emanating from these areas. This could help you track down the location of any
hard-to-spot vacuum leaks. If none of these steps is effective in identifying the problem, it's
time to break out the tools. Check out the accompanying photos as we take you through the
process. Take a look into our archives at this turbocharged and EFI-boosted Corvette concept!
The L48's output was boosted to hp. A duo of father and son restored this Chevrolet Corvette
that took them thirteen years. Check out this Vette doused in '03 Dodge Viper Red paint! Read
more only at This cherry red Chevrolet Corvette Coupe is blown and fully equipped! It features a
ci motor, a Comp Cams hydraulic roller camshaft, a Holley cfm carburetor, nitrous, a Pro Comp
Turbo transmission, and much more! Check out the details and pictures at Vette Magazine. We
rounded up three different Vettes with different attributes that have made the Glass Menagerie
cut form Vette Magazine. How To. View Full Gallery. Sources Zip Products. View Full Image.
Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. Bair's
Corvettes Support our Vendors! Advertise Here. Click Here to Login Not yet a Member? Click
Here to Register for Free! New Topic. Post Reply. New Poll. Can anyone post a diagram that is
for the 70 - 72 that includes the wiper door and headlight doors together. I cant find the book I
bought that had a diagram in it. I have a color-coded one here sumwhurs, but this one was
handy Hope it may help you out. Hopefully I can make something work. Appreciate it. Joel, In
your diagram that you posted , the vacuum hose that comes off the override switch and heads
front. When it gets to the vacuum tank I am assuming the hose continues to the front 2 relays
and does not connect to the tank. The pic puts the tank on top of the hose but I dont think it is
plumbed into the tank. I know on my 74 that hose goes directly from the override to the relays. I
am just making sure I have this right so when I hopefully get my new switch today I can get
these lights to operate correctly. Then I'll move on to the wiper door next. Thanks for all your
help. Rodney, h
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ere's a different diagram, with purdy colors I got from Gil It's a little more detailed. You are
correct about the over-ride hose going tot he relay valves, tho. JPG I can forward you all of the
other stuff I got, too, iffin ya want Thats a great diagram! Now if only the headlight switch would
have shown up today like it was supposed to. I came home and no delivery on the porch. Ran to
the mailbox and no mail. Yes Ran! So when it arrives on Thursday I will start again. Thanks for
posting that one. And the other info as well. The only thing Im not sure about is the RED
comments? Good News! Last night I put the new headlight switch in and finally the headlights
go up and down like they are supposed to. The only thing I saw on the diagram that was
different are the 2 vacuum hoses going to the headlight switch. However my switch had no
numbers on it so it could be that the switch is slightly different but I had to reverse those two
per the diagram. Good news is that the lights now operate.

